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Despite diplomacy,
allies ready to fight
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
(AP) - Marine gunners hammered away at Iraqi defense lines
Tuesday and allied ships swept
the gulf's waters for menacing
Iraqi mines as the desperate days
of diplomacy dwindled down
toward an all-out assault on
Kuwait.
Moscow gave Iraq another day
or two to accept a secret Soviet
peace plan, a plan President Bush
was already dismissing as "well
short" of U.S. requirements.
· A Soviet mediator urged the
Desert Storm allies to delay the
long-expected ground war, or risk
bearing "a great responsibility in
history. " An Iranian mediator
said he was sure Iraq's. bottom
line would be simple: an Iraqi
pullout from Kuwait in exchange
for a U.S. pullout from Saudi
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor
Arabia.
New evidence emerged, meanwhile, of the war's human cost. A
lifted Eastern mannequin found on a third floor balcony at Park Place apartments enjoys the
senior Baghdad official told the
ality of Easterns' scenic campus Tuesday afternoon .
Iranians more than 20,000 Iraqis
have been killed, a Tehran news.
paper reported:
Up on the firing line, from
Robert Kindrick, vice presi- bulk of those available to stu- Marines afloat in the Persian Gulf
to U.S. armored cavalrymen on
dent for academic affairs, and dent employees at Eastern.
Verna Armstrong, vice president
In addition, Rives and CUPB alert in the Saudi desert, all
s-the-board cuts at for administration and finance, members announced there will appeared poised for a final offentotalling $521,432 may both said they would be able to not be any faculty or staff lay- sive to push the Iraqis from occustudents as badly as lea ve student-help budgets offs due to the budget cuts, pied Kuwait.
"We're totally prepared to do
y anticipated, according unscathed.
which were mandated last week
Cuts to student-help budgets by Gov. Jim Edgar, who asked whatever is necessary," said the
ts given at Tuesday's
g of the Council on were originally made by several that all public universities cut 1 man in overall charge of supplying the troops, Lt. Gen. Gus
ity Planning and Bud- Eastern department heads and percent from their budgets.
area directors. However, those
However, some personnel Pagonis. "We're ready to go."
Eastern vice presidents cuts apparently were negated by cuts will be made through attri- Last-minute "battlefield prepara, tion. Kindrick, Armstrong and tion" continued, including out on
PB members Tuesday Kindrick and Armstrong.
ent-help budgets, which
Other areas did take some Glenn Williams, vice president the watery battlefield off Kut jobs for financially minor student-help cuts, includ- for student services, all said wait's coast, where exploding
students campus-wide, ing the office of Eastern there were positions in their Iraqi mines on Monday blew a
not be cut this year in President Stan Rives. However, areas that were vacated and will hole in a huge Marine assault
ents and areas under Kindrick and Armstrong's stu- not be filled due to the budget ship and disabled a U.S. missile
cruiser.
dent-help monies make up the cuts.

get cuts may not hurt students

• Employee, alum
write home from the
Gulf. Page 5
• Yeltsin demands
Gorbachev's resignation. Page 7
Mines sown at the northern
head of the gulf will complicate
any allied plan for an amphibious
landing by the 15,000 Marines
aboard a flotilla of some 30 ships.
A dozen minesweepers from
the U.S., Saudi and European
navies crisscrossed the sea
Tuesday in the hunt for thousands
of mines believed planted by the
Iraqis.
In one incident early Tuesday,
a British frigate spotted and
marked a floating mine, and
divers from a U.S. cruiser were
lowered by helicopter into the
water to blow it up, a news-pool
dispatch said.
The 600-foot-long helicopterassault ship USS Tripoli remained on duty Tuesday after its
crew patched a 20-foot gash
blown in its hull by a mine
Monday. But the billion-dollar
U.S. guided-missile ship Princeton was pulled out of action and
sent to a gulf port for damage
assessment.

culty speaks out on $100 registration deposit
Students skeptical of '$urprise' fee
Eastern faculty members
· cting to the $100 deposit
'tion and fees required to
new touch-tone registraystem, stating that the
't is unfair to students.
students to be most affectthe $100 deposit are those
will receive student loans or
rships to pay their tuition
ees, as well as minority studon't think it's fair," said Jon
, dean of the college of libs and sciences. "In fact, the
'me the department chairs in
AS. (liberal arts and sci) met, we talked about this
we went on record as a colopposing this idea."
said the college believes
ents who receive financial

By LORI HIGGINS
Not only are some faculty
members in opposition to the
$100 deposit for registration,
some students, also, are reacting
unfavorably to it.
Some students learned about
the deposit just recently, and still
others found out about the
deposit last semester during preregistration. But one thing that
was agreed on was that requiring
the $100 deposit is unfair to college students.

"It's an extra-added expense
that I really can't afford," said
Kristi Simpson, a junior community health major. "I just think
it's ridiculous."
Simpson said she learned
about the required fee only a few
weeks ago, and believes the stu.-dents were not informed about it
in enough time.
Jon Laible. dean of the college
of liberal arts and sciences,
agreed that students were not
informed enough about the
required deposit.
"I don't think the students

were adequately informed about
it. The headline (in Friday's
Eastern News) said 'surprise' well, I think it probably was a
surprise to most students," he
said.
One student, John Murphy, a
freshman business major, said
the university should have put
more announcements in the
newspaper and placed more
signs in the residence halls.
"People pay attention to stuff
like that," Murphy said.
Murphy said he teamed about
•Continued on page 2

assistance or a student loan will
not be able to come up with the
$100 deposit needed to register.
He said minority students would
be affected only if they could not

come up with money.
With this concern in mind,
Michael Taylor, director of registration, said these students would
not be affected. "Students who

receive financial aid or a student
loan, and have proof of that, will
be able to have the deposit
waived," he said.
.
For those other students that

Campus editor

may be affected by the deposit,
Taylor said they were told about
the deposit in enough time to be
able to have the money. "They'll
end up paying it in August anyway," Taylor said.
"We knew it was going to be a
problem. We gave every student a
handout which explained it during
registration in December. I'm sure
it wasn't new news - it wasn't ·
something that was kept secret."
Laible said the college sent a
letter to Robert Kindrick, vice
president of academic affairs,
stating their opposition and asking him to bring the letter up at
the next President's Council
meeting.
About the $100 deposit, Laible
said it would be "counteractive,"
and it was not a trivial matter for
students. "There are some stu• Continued on page 2
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AB approves UB budget requests School superintenden
By ANN GILL
Staff writer

Eastern's Apportionment Board
approved four of five University
Board budget requests and
approved a ticket subsidy of $8,019
to the Players theater group at
Tuesday's meeting.
The board heard the presentations of the UB concerts, movies,
productions and video tape committees, approved a motion to amend
two line items from the video tape
and movies budgets.
AB co-chair Steve Beamer
motioned that a line item of the promotions budget be cut by $300,

since no funds have been used to
date. The board approved the
motion and the requested amount of
video tape was reduced to $5,700.
The board approved to cut a
movies line item, also. UB chair
Larry Peetz told the board that the
committee could do without twohalf page ads in The Daily Eastern
News totaling $295. Beamer made
the motion to cut the line item to
$1,590. The total approved movie
budget was $12,005.
The concert budget was passed
as is after discussion concerning the
AB 's part in the budget. Questions
arose as to what the AB was
approvi~g in the budget.

The UB concert committee generates its own fees and is not given
any student fees from the AB,
therefore any income made by the
committee is used to spend on a
concert. "What they take in is theirs
to spend," said Joan Gossett AB
advisor and Union director.
AB chair and Financial Vice
President Ken Wake said, "It is his
(Trever Brown, UB concert cordinator) and the committees money."
The board approved the $171,714
budget.
The AB approved the production
committee budget as is and tabled
action on the summer programming
committee for further information.

Faculty
requires that students registering for
the fall pay a deposit of $100 and
dents who will have to put off regis- students registering for the summer
pay a deposit of $25.
tration," to come up with the $100.
Ted lvarie, dean of the college of
"I don't know anybody that does
support this," Laible said.
business, said he sees no problems
English department chair James · with the required deposit. "In order
Quivey said that some students may to provide an orderly process for
end having to go through late regis- assigning seats, we do need to have
tration.
some kind of an indicator from the
"Our fear is that the deposit will students.
"Given the opportunity of the
keep some students from registering
as they normally should, and that touch-tone registration, I think the
will, as a consequence, lead to stu- benefits outway the costs ... because
dents having to register late."
they will know right away about
The new touch-tone registration, their classes," he said, calling the
which goes into effect March 4, new system a "very desirable fea-

.
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345-STIX

By TABITHA SMITH
Staff writer

Ever since school systems
began, there has been a need to
improve them.
And Thomas Murray, president of the local school council
at Chicago's Steinmetz High
School, said the need for
improvement is especially crucial in Chicago schools.
He spoke Tuesday night in
the Effingham room of the

Martin Luther King
University Union in conj
with Black History Month.
Murray said the Steiri
council's main concern wi
school system is to help
istrators and school prin
maintain a good working
sphere in the classroom en
ment. They want to get
dents more involved wi
learning activities to give
better perspective of the
Murray said.

Students

•Frompage I

Billiard Bar

stresses improvemen

Stv

ture."
Ivarie said students should have
been well aware of the required
deposit. "I have a student advisory
board that I meet with regularly.
There's always an open forum and it
has never been raised as an issue."
Implementing a new system
almost always results in initial problems, Ivarie said. "Surely there will
be unanticipated things that will
evolve from it. People have to
understand that there will be
changes necessary."
Ivarie said faculty members and
students need to "try it before we
criticize it too much."

•From page I

the required deposit when he pre-registered for class in Dec
said he didn't really pay much attention to it until his roo
him about last week.
"It is a little unfair. To a college student, that's a lot of m
people have problems with money - they just don't have·
said.
The same reaction came from Mark Wilson, a junior bus"
don't think it's right because right in the middle of the
don't have that kind of money."
Wilson, along with most of the men who reside on 4S fl
Hall, believes that the university should eliminate the $1
roommate, Joe Galvan, a junior sociology major, said the
floor's residents have met in his room to discuss the depo ·
sus among those residents is that the required deposit "sucks;
"They should give us the opportunity to vote on it," Galv
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Stix now delivers pizza!
(4-9 pm M-F 12-2 pm & 4-9 pm Sat & Sun)

-WEDNESDAY. Lunch 11-1:30

Stix Chef Salad $2.25
Dinner 4-8

8 oz. Ribeye Steak,
Baked Potato & Salad $6.25
Bud Dry & Michelob Dry Pitchers $2.25
Michelob Long necks $1.10
Jack & Mixer $1.25
Miller Lite 20 oz. $1.05
Present this ad upon delivery for Large 1 ingredient pizza $6.95

FREE POOL

"A Splash of Class"

Live

DJ
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ate questions Rives
hance to review· core
's Faculty Senate exrious concern Tuesday
·versity's new core curommendation may be
time for the fall semester
eing reviewed by the
President Stan Rives,
ed the senate meeting,
these allegations and
from the senate regarding
ii on Academic Affairs
report, which is now in
of Rives and Robert

ve come to us (Faculty
fore, for our opinions
endations, and we are
if we will get a chance
r opinions on this (CAA
ndation) before you
it," senate member Luis
dez asked Rives as the
was closing.
ver, when Rives left the
, it was still unclear
r not he would share his
'culum proposal with the
lty.
Chari David Carpenter
It that Rives should have
py available to every facber on campus when the
and Kindrick received it

s.
ter added he would dis. copy of the CAA recomn so the other academic
ts on campus could copy
er distribute it to the fac-

n needed to be reviewed
tire faculty because, "The
s lost sight of the SUE

Redick captures
recognition for
mock trial team

(Study on Undergraduate EduBy PENNY N. WEAVER
cation) recommendation."
Staff writer
Many senate members said people in their departments had exOne member of Eastern 's mock
pressed dissatisfaction with how
trial team came home with an
the CAA had handled the design of
award after the group traveled to
the new general education curricuDes Moines, Iowa, over the weeklum.
end for national competition.
Other senate members expressed
Senior political science major
sentiment that the CAA was not at
Jeff Redick's performance won
fault, but merely had poor direction
him recognition as one of the top
in implementing the directives
10 lawyers out of at least 98 teams
defined by the SUE report.
at the competition, according to
The senate issued a letter last
Peter Leigh, the adviser for
week to Rives asking for the faculEastern 's team. Leigh, a political
ty to be allowed a 90-day period to
science professor, said he was
review the CAA recommendation
proud of the whole team's perforbefore Rives and Kindrick approve
mance.
it.
"We had two teams that competThe letter charged that " ...
ed," Leigh said. 'Tm very pleased
Eastern 's Faculty Senate believes
with all their performances. They
that you (Rives) have made clear
did fine.
your intent to circumvent the sen"It really is a team effort," he
ate's constitution ... by refusing to
continued.
"We all win because of
state that you will honor both the
Jeff."
Jetter and the spirit of Article m of
Leigh said teams from 26 states
our constitution."
and
65 to 67 schools participated.
The CAA has constructed a new
The
contest consisted of four trials,
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor
set of courses to replace the current
which
each team acted out. The
Eastern
President
Stan
Rives
fields
a
question
from
a
Faculty
Senate
set of general education requirecompetition , now in its seventh
member
during
the
senate's
regular
meeting
Tuesday
in
the
BOG
room
ments that Eastern now has. One
year, was judged by lawyers who
object of the new set of courses was of Booth library.
volunteer
their time , including
to diversify each student's learning. fied them for being included in the trative title change for Vice PresJames
Tidwell,
an Eastern associ·
ident for Development Stephen
In other business, the senate said definition of faculty.
ate
professor
of
journalism.
Attor"Some
department
chairs
may
Falk.
it would discuss further the definineys also coach and advise the
teach
more
courses
than
other
peoThe
proposed
title
change
would
tion of "faculty" at its next regular
ple in their department, yet they change Falk's title to the vice presi- teams.
meeti_ng.
"They (the lawyers) do this totalwill not be able to vole because dent for institutional advancement
The senate came up with this
of ly of their own free will," Leigh
they
will
not
be
considered
faculty
and
would
involve
some
transfer
decision after it considered the
(by the new definition)," Botany administrative duties, including noted.
views of department chairs who
He said some 1,600 people
department chair Terry Weidner those under the director of universiwere present.
attended
the Sunday awards cerety relations.
said.
The chairs that were present
The senate approved a new defiWhen asked if Dan Thornburgh, mony. About 12 schools from
argued that they deserved the right nition of faculty last semester the present director of university Illinois participated, Leigh added,
to vote and participate in elections which has been put on the election relations, was given the option of including the University of Illinois.
because they had a great deal to do ballot for this spring. It will be keeping his present duties t!Jat max
Eastern 's mock trial team is
with what went on in their depart- voted on by all faculty at Eastern.
be transferred to Falk if the title made up of students who are nomiments.
The faculty senate also heard change is approved by the Board of nated to participate, Leigh said.
Several chairs said that they also Rives say that he would grant a 90- Governors, Rives answered "yes."
The team actually makes up a onetaught classes which further quali- day review period for the adminishour course, he noted.

-

udent Senate will vote on 'dead days' resolution
tudent Senate could ease
t worries before final
if a proposed "dead days"
on restricting faculty from
'ng coursework three days
xam week is approved.
nate will vote on the resat Wednesday's 7 p.m.
g in the Arcola-Tuscola
the Martin Luther King
ersity Union.

Under the current system, no
restrictions are imposed on faculty concerning homework, tests or
quizzes given within a few days
before exam week begins. However, the senate would like to
change that so students aren't
faced with excessive homework
or tests immediately before
finals.
Student Senate speaker Kristy
Koch said it is unrealistic to
expect students to be prepared for
exams that fall early during finals

when they have to deal with tests
and homework close to the same
time.
"It would be easier this way,"
Koch said.
If the senate passes the resolution, Koch said it still must pass
at least two other rungs on the
ladder, including the administration and probably a board that
relates to the matter.
In other business, the senate
has turned detective, forming a
Food Service Investigative Com-

ood drive nears its half-way
int; 708 pints are collected
L BAUTER

tern's spring blood drive
to be breaking the tradislow starts as the Red
collected 397 pints of
uesday.
nesday and Thursday are
ly the busiest days of the
drive, said Kellie Walters,
'r of the blood drive com. The Red Cross already
llected a total of 708 pints
ly half of the 1,500 pint
e blood drive is going
well," said Dave Cline,
service consultant for the
ross, adding that donors
moving throug h the pro f giving blood faster than
ears because of changes in

registration.
Sheila Simons, residence hall
blood drive coordinator, said she
was pleased about the turnout so
far. "It's been a good steady
flow," she said. "Everyone's
showing some real good support."
There were also fewer cases
of donors passing out after givin g blood due to the cool e r ,
more relaxed atmosph e re the
blood driv e c ommittee was

strivin g for, said Simons.
Donors also enjoyed films about
the recipients of blood collected
by the Red Cross.
Members of Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students
(BACCHUS) are scheduled to
serve "happy hour punch" at the
blood drive Wednesday from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
In addition to the large number of frequent donors that have
attended the blood drjve, several
first-time donors have attended
as well, Simons said. She said
she encouraged students to bring
a friend when giving blood.
Plaques will be awarded at
the end of the blood drive to the
residence hall, fraternity, sorority, and campus organization that
donates the most blood.

mittee that will check into the
operations of Eastern 's residence
hall food services.
Blake Wood, a senate member
and the founder of the committee,
said he hopes to gather information on food budgets, nutritional
value, cholesterol level and also
gather any suggestions students
might have.
"We are going to ask if w,.e can
set up tables outside the food service where students can fill out
forms for suggestions of what

they like or don't like," Wood
said.
In the past, Wood said, food
service has had suggestion cards
for students, but "if this is advertised well we might receive more
student response."
The Food Serv'ice Investigative Committee will conclude
its study before Spring Break.
Wood added the results will be
taken before the Council of
University Planning and Budgets.
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NeWS What? American currency is sexist.

OPINION

Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
WEDNESDAY • FEBRUARY 20 • 1991

Students should
support efforts
for safe drinking

American wrrency Is sexist.
There are plenty of men on cu
coins and bills, but · with the
exception of the defunct Susan B.
Anthony dollar, how many
women's faces do )'OU see stamped on American 0.1rrency? None.
That's what upsets Robert and
Retha Nance of Oklahoma Oty.
For about a year, the Nance's
have been organizing a grass
roots campaign and have what
they call a "fool-proof' plan to get

the troops during Wortd War II and the fact that she
the "ftrst" first lady to give a press conference. '1he
time an actual woman was (on US. wrrency) was
B. Anthony and that was a disaster before they
minted the coin."
The Susan B. Anthony coin, which dosely ,,_,,..,,.,,.
quarter, was Introduced In 1979 and was not ml
long after that after It became largely shunned by

dAmertc.a.
.
"It Is only fitting that American women get

Jeff
Ma.dsen

as many as four famous American - - - - - - •
women on our money.
We all know that George Washington Is on both the
dollar bill and the quarter. We also know that he Is one of
the most Instrumental ftguse In American history. After
all, ·he led the patriots to win our freedom In the
Revolutlonaly War and went on to become the nation's
ftrst president. He probably deserves to have his bust on
both a c:x>ln and a bill.
But If It weren't for his wife Martha, the Nances claim
the Revolutionary War might not have gotten off the
ground. "She was one of the r1d1est women In the country. But not many people know that she financed a good
deal of the Revolutlonaly War," said Nance, a longtime
hlstoiy buff who has been actively researching American
history for the bicentennial celebration of the U.S.
Constitution and Biii of Rights. "You can't discount his
(George's) role, but If It hadn't been partly for her, they
(patriots) might have gone broke."
Martha Washington Is one of his picks for a spot on
American currency, but she's not No. 1. Nance has that
spot reseived for Eleanor Roosevelt.
"She's a docile, in the background type person,"
Nance said. "She was also called the first lady of the
world for her work in the formation of the United Nations.
She deseives more credit than she's gotten."
Nance also cited Roosevelt's humanitarian role with

Eastern's BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol
Consclousnes;; Concerning the Health of
University Students) chapter and local bars
have made it a little bit easier to avoid
drunken driving.
The two are cooperating on a new program that provides the designated driver
with 25 cent sodas as an alternative to
alcohol.
And that new program coupled with the
expanded route for the Gus Bus, a shuttle
to and from local bars sponsored by the
lnterfraternity Council along with Student
Government, should help curb a serious
'· ., ,
·
..
· problem: drinking and
driving.
It's no secret that In
a college town alcohol abuse is a problem,
with Charleston being no exception.
So it's a good start for these organizations and the bars to act responsibly where
these drinkers are concerned.
By Initiating these Incentives for responsible drinking, these organizations deserve
much credit for what has literally been
months of preparation.
It's no small task to put these kinds of
programs together and sustain them,
which is where the challenge comes in.
Sustaining these programs will be as
hard - maybe harder - as it was getting
them off the ground, so these organizations need the help and cooperation of the
students who frequent the bars.
Dear editor:
As we celebrate Unc:x>ln's birthday
Some students scoff when they see the
Gus Bus go by, but they should realize that In the midst of war, we would do
well to remember Lincoln's vocal
the people running the program want to opposition
to the United States' war
help save lives.
of aggression against Mexico. As a
We're sure the Gus Bus folks will keep U.S. congressman from Illinois In
taking the jabs if the program saves at 1846, Lincoln exposed the false jusleast one llfe, something that has theoreti- tification for the war by challenging
President Polk to specify the exact
cally happened already.
place where American blood was
Some students may feel awkward being shed "on the American soil."
out with friends as the designated driver,
Uncoln's denunciations of the war
the person who doesn't drink, but those took place after It was under way.
people also should reallze that they are Yet those who today oppose 1he war
taking an awesqple ~ponslbHI~ for their '91nst Iraq are told that we shoulc:t
-suppbrt our~ no matter how
friends' lives.
senseleSs and destructive his behavAnd that hls much more to do with lot
We could use some politicians of
friendship than a few beers.
Lincoln's
courage and stature today.
We urge all students to support these
With a few exceptions 'Wt1o are conprograms, because we dO ~t want to see
stantly Ignored by the mass media.
all this work be for nothing.
our Congress Is Inhabited by cow-

rights on our monetaiy bills to c:x>lnclde with the
anniversary of the Bill of Rights," Retha Nance said.
that It gets done, the Nances have formed
Sexist Money," an attempted nationwide gr.
effort to put women on money.
"We've sent out (mailers) around the countly
had a really light response," Nance said. "I guess
Is overshadowing everything.· But the Nance's
easier said than done. They don't propose arry
new currency to Implement their Ideas, but
Ing some of our forefathers off of present a.1
Alexander Hamilton, whose bust Is on the
their top target. Hamilton was never president.
retary of the treasury and a key ftgure In the
the Constitution. But the Nance's believe the
tlons that women have made to society are J
vant as that of men - partlcularty Hamilton.
'There were 39 men that signed the
that was all typical at that time," Nance said.
of the women behind them though, Is just
Ing." To make their campaign known na
ever, the Nances are accepting contributions
ship Into Stop Our Sexist Money. A charter
costs $30 and a regular membership Is $35.
So even though they're adamant about
on currency, they still won't turn down
money. I love America.

- Jeff Madsen Is the editor In chief and a
nist forlhe Dally Eastern News.

Edltodal ·

Your Turn

War is a diversion
from other troubles

ardly sheep who get their stomach
from the latest polls. They are hiding
out until the body bags start coming
home. Then they, too, will begin to
oppose the war, asking ~ questions
they ought to be asking now.
~~ llJ<e, why hC\ven·~ we

tried to negotiate a solution to this
conflict? Or, why are there so few
Kuwaiti volunteers? Why won't the
Saudis even draft their own people
for this war? Why do most of our
"allies" have to be bribed, bullied
and pressured Into supporting the
war? Europe and japan. for example,
Import most of the oll from the
region - yet they have shown much
more Interest In a peaceful solution
than our own goverrunent has.
The Kuwaitis cannot be blamed for
not wanting to ftght: they will have
no democracy when the emir of
Kuwait Is restored to his throne, as
both the emir and our president have
made clear from the outset. And
meanwhile, In Saudi Arabia. women
ar~ stoned to death for adultery,
pollUcal prisoners are beheaded, the
Bible Is forbidden and no religion
ex~ept the state religion can be
openly practiced. Is this the- way of
life war are defending?
The war Is not about llberatlng
Kuwait, or standing up to Saddam
Hussein, or
of the other offtclal
JusUftcaUons that have changed f'rom
week to week. It Is driven by the
greed of our oil companies and
defense contractors, and the moral
corruption of our. political leaders,
who seek to transform our newfound

any

· ~~s -~~.~ ~~ .• ~,i.~1'!t!
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Letters from Ea'STe';';i''employee, a1uJ

'Mail is like 'I am here to liberate my country ...
the Illinois
weather ... '
Dan Ca1penter is a building service worker in Buz:ard Building
and a member of National Guard's
1544 transportation company in
Paris. He wrote this letter to the
The Daily Eastern News.
Greetings Eastern from Saudi
Arabia. Because of Sgt. Carrie
Martin, I am now getting to read
clips from the Eastern News, most
of which are dated late October and
early November. The main articles
are on the Armstrong-Walker issue
and the Persian Gulf War.
I want to thank some people for
their correspondence and some for
their work on behalf of Eastern

employees in no particular order for
letters and cards. Thanks are in
order to Pat Carpenter, the BSW's,
the staff at Computer Services,
Grace Nunn (physical education)
and her students, and to Pat Hill and
her staff, who also worked hard
with ASFCME Local 981.
Thanks also go to ASFCME
President Dan Cross and the Board
of Governors for its continuation of
the benefits to Eastern employees
serving in the Gulf.
When a person lives and works
in an area of approximately 30 or
40 acres, a person forgets much of
the outside and an occasional letter
from friends (is helpful). I want to
thank those who might have written
but I failed to mention by name.
Many things beside the country
itself are depressing and aggravating, but I appreciate the support that
students and full-time employees
are showing through yellow ribbons
and other actions in our behalf.
The American public's view of
Saudi Arabia is not as it actually is.
October and November were much
like August and September in
Illinois, and the rest of the time has
been comparable to an Illinois
March. The vast area that I am in
hasn't had any rain in three years,
up until mid-January when it either
rained or drizzled for 39 straight
hours.
It rained very much in the area I
am in now before I arrived. We
have had many sand storms; today's
(Wednesday, Feb. 6) sand storm is
one of the better storms. Visibility is

AT TED'S

Hi! I hope at the time you
received my letter you are in good
condition. I felt guilty leaving the
United States without informing
you. But, as it was a surprise for
you, it was a surprise for me also.
Yes, I am in Saudi Arabia now
and I am a soldier in the war that
could have been prevented if the
Americans listened. What I mean
is that we knew about it years
before the invasion of Kuwait.
You remember that when I gave
the lecture in your class.
I feel it's my duty to help liber- ate my country and I am now taking part in Operation Desert
Storm. I am now really close to
Iraq and my life may be in danger.
But I don't care because it is all
for my country.
The life in the Army is real
slow and changes every minute.
It's the opposite of a newspaper.
We are now waiting for a com-

Ali Abdul
mand to attack, and maybe when
you receive this letter we will
already be attacking.
Let me get back to my point.
Now the Americans pay more
attention to what is going on in the
world. As I told you, the
Americans need another war to
become informed about current
events.
See how the world switched
over all the countries that supported Saddam, now they are the enemies of Saddam because they
were not supporting the truth,
including my country. We should
not always depends on the newspapers for the information because

comparable to a severe snow blizzard. The difference is that the sand
doesn't "melt in your mouth" like
snow. Our company is living in
tents varying from small to large.
Each tent has a liner which helps
guard against the cold nights as well
as the hot days.
Dust and sand d1ifts or blows in
under flap doors or vents. A housewife that likes a dust-free home
would be in a psycho ward after a
very short time. Food, as they call
it, rarely includes a regular hotcooked meal with similarity of
home. They generally consist of
MRE's (meals ready to eat), a lunch
bucket (a very large supply of pasta
and chicken) and top shelf meals.
Mail is like Illinois weather. If
you don't like how it is now, wait a
short while and it will change. It is
said that we are to receive five fiveton trucks of mail in the next few
days. Seeing is believing. It will be
back mail in the next few days.
Mail is the primary morale booster.
For a National Guard unit, most
everyone expected to serve for six
months and could live with it. But,
morale is starting to become like the
stock market crash with talk and
signs indicating we will be extended to Sept. 27. Many of our leaders
and the chain of command have the

mentality that we are at annual of pace. Game Boys and other elec. . tronic. games are hits, also. Nearly
training instead.of war.
The native wildlife that I have. ,e".,~ne has ~tqer.,a,~al~au o;.a
seen are the goats, camels and scor:. jam 15ox. MunchieS like· chips .'.lmCI
pions. Others have felt the bite of dip and cookies don't last long with
the cobra. The one soldier in mind the meals we get.
is back with us on indefinite light
My view of the war is this: Every
duty. One sergeant in our company time a tank, plane, or other equiphas a gallon jar with four lizards and ment from Iraq is destroyed "it
two salamander-like creatures.
makes my day," a paraphrase from
Our shower point consists of out- Clint Eastwood. I don't want any
door gravity flow showers. There nuclear arsenal used until the first
are nine showers that run off of chemical warhead verified from
three 250 gallon tanks. To heat the Iraq hits, then make Saddam and his
water, an immersion heater that army pay the fuel price.
Saddam had no mercy on premaburns gasoline is mounted onto
each tank. The showers are ture babies thrown into the streets,
arranged and covered and closed in raping the women and pillaging all
to cut down on cool night air, sand of the civilians in Kuwait. Saddam
storms and mostly to enforce light and his supporters deserve no better
discipline. Toilets consist of a modi- treatment. Who will you obey
fied four-seat outhouse. The modifi- --quickest, the one who slaps your
cation is the 16 inches of 55 gallon hand or the one that gives you a
oil drum ends placed under each hickory switch spanking after you
seat.
have done wrong?
I do not intend to tum my back
Daily, each can is pulled out and
generally consolidated into two on the Persian Gulf War and then
cans. Then, large quantities of diesel pay $3 to $4 a gallon for fuel. If
are poured in the two tanks and Saddam gets his way, it could be
burned. It has a distinct aroma, but much worse. Saddam is crazy, but I
it is not as bad smelling as one don't regard him as stupid.
might think. For entertainment, our
To have freedom and peace,
company has a 37-inch color TV someone has to pay for it. I am willand VCR's. UNO and Risk are big ing to pay for mine, are you?
games, with dominoes as a change
Dan Carpenter

Your student,
Ali Abdul

QUALITY AUTO CONSTRUCTION
~
BODY SHOP

------------" B00TL EG"

611 Madison• 345-3150

Rock-N-Roll Show!

~~!!s~nJU~2..w~~~nl

they can easily deceive us as they
did with Iraq during its war
against Iran.
Wake up America. It's time. I
never thought in my life that one
day I would be a soldier. But
because of my stupid government's policy, I am fighting in
Saudi Arabia. I am not here for oil
nor to kill the innocent Iraqi
civilians, but I am here to liberate
my country and help the Iraqis
overthrow Saddam.
I don't know how long I will
stay here, but I hope I can visit
you soon. How are you doing with
Minority Today? I hope it is still
running. A lot of good things are
going on in South Africa (meeting
with black leaders and apartheid is
almost out). Say "Hi" to everyone
and give my address to everyone
who would like to write me. And
don't (you) forget to write me
also.
I will try my best to keep in
touch with you because we are all
in the same boat. Let me tell you,
being a soldier is a lot different
than being a civilian. (Please) send
me issues of Minority Today
because I want to see how its
improving.
Say hello to everyone in the
department for me. Allah (God) be
with you. I am here to die for
Allah and then for my country.

GET YOUR BODY IN SHAPE AT

WEDNESDAY

Music by the Beatles,
Pink Floyd, Spirit,
Jimmy Buffet, etc.

Ali is a 1990 Eastern graduate
and former staff writer for The
Daily Eastern News and former
editor of Minority Today. He is
also a native of Kuwait and is currently one of 300 Kuwaiti natives
who went to collef?e in the United
States and now assists Allied
Forces in Operation Desert
Storm. His letter was originally
sent to a faculty member of
Eastern's journalism department
and has been reprinted with their
permission.
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* Complete Body & Collision Repair
* Expert Refinishing
* FREE
BEN HAYNES - OWNER
STATE LICENSED
20 YRS. EXPERIENCE

ESTIMATES

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00 - 5:30
SAT. 8:00 - NOON·

Students to lip-sync for RHA contest
By SHERRY SIDWELL

''

Staff writer

It won't exactly be Milli
Vanilli, but the contestants of
the "Do It Better Than Milli
Vanilli" Lip-sync 1991 contest
hope to come away with at least
some extra cash and a little
fame.
The contest, sponsored by
Eastern 's Residence Hall
Association, is set for Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Rathskellar of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
RHA member Jessika Jenkins, the chair for the contest,
antieipates a large crowd will
attend the show. "We had more
than 100 people for last year's
lip-sync, and we're hoping for
even more this year," she said.

We had more than 100 people for last
year's lip-sync, and we're hoping for even
more this year.
Jessika Jenkins
RHA Contest Chair

''

Last year, 10 acts performed at
the contest.
Cash prizes for the winners
are: first place, $40; second
place, $20; and third place, $10.
Admission is free and those
attending will have a chance at
winning a variety of 20 door
prizes, including coupons and Tshirts.

HOST &STAR
OF
HALF HOUR
COMEDY HOUR

Students who wish to participate in the contest should contact Jenkins before 5 p.m.
Wednesday.
Currently, eight acts are
scheduled to perform in the lipsync contest, with musical
selections ranging from parody
songs, rap and heavy metal.

MARIO JOYNER
FEBRUARY 27, 1991-

8:00
GRAND BALLROO
Admission: $1 w/ student ID
$3 General Publ

Advance Ticket Sales at
Union
Box Office
~!:-

11 lluNIVe"""

International students offer second tea
By MARCI SWEATMAN
Staff writer

The Association of International Students held its second
International Tea of the semester
Tuesday.
The tea, which is held once a
month at ·the Wesley Foundation, gives international and
American students a chance to
learn more about each other.
Huriviades Calderon, a former
president of the international
students organization, said the
"purpose of the tea is to get better relations with Americans."
The current president is Adnan

Omar.
Although the majority of people were international students,
some American students and
faculty members also attended
the tea.
Senior Elizabeth Soper said
the tea is "a chance to get to
meet international students."
Robert Kindrick, Eastern 's
vice president for academic
affairs, was the guest speaker.
He spoke about how the Gulf
War was affec_ting their safety
when traveling to and from their
native countries.
Currently, 98 foternational
students attend Eastern, but.

Kindrick said Eastern is hoping
to increase the number to more
than 500 students.
The university is trying to
"engage with more universities
abroad at the moment," he said.
Brigitte Chen, who has been
the international student's advisor at Eastern since 1978, said
approximately 25 countries are
presently involved in the organization.
Chen also said that each
month a different orgartization
sponsors the tea. This month's
sponsor was the Charleston
Rotary Club.

GET YOUR
SPRmG BREAK WARM UPI

At

THE BODY SHOF

NEW
8 A.M.-9:30 P.M. MON.-FRI.
·HOURS: 9 A.M.-5 P.M. SAT.

NEW BULBS & FACE TANNE
.3200 SUPER "WOLFF' BEDS WITH -FACE TANN
25 MINUTE SESSIONS.
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

348~~~=
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES
Swim Meet (M,W) ........................................................................ Wed., Feb. 27
Badminton Singles (M,W) ..............................................................Thur., Mar. 7
Riflery (M,W,CR) ...............................................................................Fri., Mar. 8
M=Men
W=Women
CR=Co-Rec

SWIM MEET

CHEER LEADING
COMPETITION
We encourage everyone to participate in this new & exciting ev
event will be conducted similar to national competitions or t
tions.
wHEN: Event will be held on Wed., March 20 at 7:00pm on L.gntz
floor.
*Practice times & places will be scheduled upon request! Additio
tion, rules, & rosters are available in the Rec Sports Office, La

WHO: Men's and Women's Team and Individual Competition. Former intercollegiate swim team members ARE NOT eligible to compete.
WHEN: Event will be heid on Thursday, Feb. 28 at 7pm in the Lantz Pool.
HOW TO ENTER: Team captains must obtain a Special Entry form at the ...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._.
Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147, with a validated Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec
Card. Individuals not affiliated with a team must preregister at the Rec
Sports Office to enter specific events.
*All contestants are limited to three events, one of which must be a relay.

LIST OF EVENTS:
100 Yd. Team Medley Relay
100 yd. Free Style
100 yd. Individual Medley
200 yd. Free Style Relay
50 yd. Backstroke
SO.yd. Free Style
200 yd. Free Style
100 yd. Backstroke
50 yd. Breaststroke
200 yd. Team Medley
50 yd. Butterfly
400 yd. Free Style Relay
More information is available at the Rec Sports Office.

--------------------------111
DEPAULTS

To default, a team must fill out a default form at the Rec Sports Office by 4:30
p. . the day before the scheduled game. If the game is scheduled on
•fidew., the form must be received before 4:30 p.m. on the Friday before
the game. A loss will be given for the default, but a forfeit fee will not be
·
assessed.

AEROBICS LEADERS
NEEDED!!!
Tryouts for Intramural Aerobics Leaders will be held TONIGHT
McAfee North Gym. Everyone attending will be required to
tine which is choreographed by the Aerobics Coor:difll!9!!
positions! For more information or questions, please Qii
Office, 581-2821.

FORFEITS
A game will be declared a forfeit if a team cannot field
required to play a game minus one player by 10 min
uled game time. Team managers are assessed a
game that is forfeited. A team is withdrawn from le
feits. A manager may request reinstatement In writing
feit fees owed. (Make checks payable to Eastern Hr
of outstanding forfeit fees is posted on the bulletin
from the Rec Sports Office.
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ltsin publicly demands
rbachev's resignation
SCOW (AP) - Boris
made an unprecedented
appeal Tuesday for the
ation of Mikhail Gor• accusing the Soviet presf sacrificing reforms in a
or personal power.
in has been a strident and
t critic of Gorbachev, but
before called for him to
own. The attack seemed
to exacerbate the enmity
en the two men and to
the Soviet political cri-

JIM FOX

tonite at

75¢ Large Drafts

-

tonite: FREE BBQ

JERRY'S

INCREASE YOUR JOB OPPORnJNITIES
Eam aMaster's Degree in Journalism

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY
YOU STUD-WOMAN!

a~'1he

"""'"~ ~

On the Square
Charleston, IL

Columbia College Chicago offers an intensive program in reporting on the
local, state and national levels. Taught by professionals, it includes four weeks
in Springfield and four in Washington. Full-time students complete the program
in three semesters, usually in one year.
The limited-enrollment program combines academic instruction with extensive
reportorial experience, using Chicago as a primary laboratory. Fellowships are
available and other financial aid may be arranged.
·
fir lllfenutlon, Clll or write: The Graduate Division, Columbia College,
600 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605-1996, 312/663-1600.

Wednesday:

Leineltkugel's
Pitchers

$3.00
All Day

Kitchen Hours
11 am - 2 pm
5 pm - 9 pm

Columbia College admits students without regard to age, race, color, sex, religion, physical handicap
and national or ethnic origin.

Columbia College Chicago

.,,.)
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PIZZA&.

SMALL
, TWO
INGREDIENT
PIZZA
&:. A QUART
OF COKE

$6.90
Corner of
4th & Lincoln
345-2844

Mother's..

$1 Rumplemintze
Schnapps

time on state-controlled television.
His remarks came after most
government offices closed but
prior to peak viewing hours.
There was no immediate reaction
from Kremlin spokesmen.
In the broadcast, Yeltsin said
his biggest mistake since becomhev has in his character a ing president of the Russian
cy to absolute personal Federation parliament last May
," Yeltsin s~id. "He has was placing too much trust in
all that and has led the Gorbachev's promises of ecoto a dictatorship, giving nomic and political reform.
etty name: presidential
The heart of Yeltsin 's argument was that power should be
president of Russia, the shifted from the central governSoviet republic, Yeltsin ment, led by Gorbachev, to the
immense personal popu- 15 Soviet republics.
t has had difficulty par"I distance myself from the
that into the kind ofpoliti- position and policies of the
wer Gorbachev wields. (Soviet) president, I am in favor
hev has run the Soviet · of his immediate resignation,
for nearly six years but with the power being transferred
widely criticized for the to a collective organ, the
economy and the increas- Federation Counc.il of the repubder in society.
lic(s)," he said.
in's nationwide broadcast
The Federation Council, conminute live appearance - sisting of the Soviet president,
first for the Soviet Union: vice president and heads of the
before had an opposition republics, was created at
r been granted so much Gorbachev's initiative.
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Now Leasing
~KKPLACB

PAKTMBNTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & ·3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconies

Lawren Casas

Eric Severson

Blake Wood

Steve Klann·~

Jim Finely

Sean Penn

Jeff Voltz

Russ Regentz

artments also on J 2lh St.
all Anytime 348· 14 79

Jeff Bradley

Chris Simmons

John DelAlcazar

Shane Ruyle

For appointment
drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

TASTE

*

CLA.SS

*

PRIDE

WEDNES
DAY
FEB. 20, 1991

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment. 345-1150

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
Incorrect Insertion. Report
errors Immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear In the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's .publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Dally
Eastern News Is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.

--------~2122

NANNIES: Live in positions-East
Coast. Airfare, great salaries, fun
social activities . Carefully
screened families. EIU Nannies
already here. PRINCETON
NANNY, 301-N. Harrison, #416, ·
Princeton, NJ 08540 (217) 581~
5004.
_-o=,.,.,...,'"'"==--=-~ca2/6, 13,20,27 .
WORK OUTDOORS- NORTHERN
MINNESOTA BOYS' CAMP AND
GIRLS' CAMP. Seeking caring
indivkluals with a sincere interest in
children. Positions available: cabin
counselors, horseback directors,
swim directors, sailing specialists,
supervisory positions, secretaries,
cooks, & maintenance workers.
Interviewers will be on campus
Thurs., Feb. 28. To arrange an
interview, call the Placement
Center 581-2411 or contact Camp
Thunderbird, 10976 CHambray
Court, St. Louis, MO 63141 . 314567-3167.
-~~--,,-,-,,~----=---'2126
INTERNSHIPS - Spend six
months interning with crack
professional journalists in the
Illinois statehouse pressroom in
Sangamon State University's
one-year MA program in Public
Affairs Reporting. Tuition waivers
and $3,000 stipends during the
internship. Director Bill Miller will
be on campus tomorrow (Thurs.,
Feb. 21) to discuss the program
with interested students in the
Journalism Office from 1O to
11 :30 a.m. Contact him at PAC
429a, SSU, Springfield, IL 627949243. (217) 786-6535.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES 0mRED

HllPWANTlD
WANTlD
Al>oPnON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT .
FOR SALE
LOST

&. FOllND

ANNOllNCEMENTS
·

Tht>

Daily

We need
ambitious
underclassmen to train for
advertising sale positions. Apply
Daily Eastern News.
513
E=A.,..,s"'"y.,..,w=-=-o=R.,.,K'"'E=x=c=E,.,.-L'
!
"'LE=N-=T=-=PAYI
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
CALL
FOR
HOME.
INFORMATION 504-641-8003
EXT. 9202.
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS.
YOUR CAR AND MY SUBS
EQUAL GREAT BUCKS. APPLY
IN PERSON AT JIMMY JOHNS.

--------~2128

FUNDRAISER: We're looking for
a top fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to
make $500-$1·,500 for a one
week marketing project right on
campus. Must be organized and
hard working. Call Lena at (800)
592-2121 .

ADOPTION: Happily married,
financially secure oouple, wish
to adopt a white newborn. Will
give lots of love and security.
Legal and confidential. Call
618-462-9144 or call collect:
(708) 940-9532: Carol and
Robert
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121

Looking for 1-2 females for
summer and/or fall. Close to
campus. $140 + utilities Call 348·
1131
2122
F=E=M:-:--:-A..,.L=E,-----=R~O'"'O~M~MATE

NEEDED IMMEDIATELYI Own
room in 2 bedroom apt. Close to
campus. Call DeAnna 345-7386
or leave a message at 3457889.
,,.,.----,-,,-------·2128
Classifieds sell!'
--------~2120

ACROSS

Ao FORM

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _~-------Students D Yes

Phone:

DNo

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

1 Disable
s Coteries
9Degrade
14 Anent
15 Stretched tight
11 Canary's cousin
17 Horse racing
20Stove
21·--.my
children .. . ··
22 Bank employee
25Gate
29 Poetic
contraction
30 Edible tubers
350n the
Sargasso
38 · - - Louse ":
Burns

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor----no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount d u e : $ - - - - -

D Cash

D

OCheck

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
tharealler. S1udents with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word mininllln. S1udent ads must bs paid in advance.

DEADLINE 2 P.IL PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

I:

Ohio State at
Illinois
Roc!Un' Round
California

News
M*A*S*H

Doogie Howser
Growing Pains
Movie: Murder
Can Be Hazardou
to Your Health
News

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished
apartments McArthur Manor 3452231

513

l,...nt-e-rce_ss..,.io-n/""s=-u-m_m_e_r..,.H.,...o-us-e-s for
rent, 1 block from campus.
Summer rates. 348-5540.
_.,.---,--------3/6
Nice, one bedroom apartment,
very near campus, range, refrig.,
drapes provided, no pets, 2
people max. $310/mo. 354-4220
or581-6236
..,.---.,-------'2122
Vacancy for one man at 1803
12th street. 7 bedroom, 3 bath
house $120/mo. and share
utilities with six other guys.
Private parking, private room.
345-4714

.,-----=--====-=,...,,...,--.,....2125

Apartment for RENT: 3 bedrooms
- 3 people - For appt. call 3488267

2122

T=w-o~B=E=D=Ro~O~M-A~P-A=R=TM~ENT

very nice, reasonable. Year's
lease.
345-2416
_ _ Phone:
___
_ _ _ _.2/20
HOUSE FOR GIRLS: Furnished,
3 bedrooms, laundry, parking
close to EIU. 345-7286

,,--.,.----=-:---·2122

Rent University Drive, Two
bedroom townhouses, furnished,
near Wal-Mart. Call 345-6115 ·
.
513
SUMMER APARTMENTS from
June 1st though August 1st $250
per month. Phone 348-7746

.,.,---,---=----=--,-,--313

Wanted: 2 Summer Subleasers
for ON campus Apartment. One
bedroom. Immaculate! $125 per
person 348-8645

Direct Air Paper Airplane
Contest at Half-Time

EIU MENS BASKETBALL

Syracuse at
St. John's
College
BasketbaU:

NC State at
Duke
SportsCenter

Murder, She
Wrote
Movie:
Murderous
Vision
Miami VIC9

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS
Thurs. Feb. 21 ••

7:30 pm

Movie:
Mad Max

---------·vali<ian-ais'iise-e1h-e----------E1u WOMEN VS. ·DRAKE
on Thurs. at 5:15 pm
Lantz Gym- The place to be!

..........................
............... .. . ......
13 Marion follower
14 Predestines
es Huge hideosity
&& Baseball 's
Brock and
Whitaker

DOWN
1 Trig . e.g.
2 County m N .C .
3 Graceful tree
4 Ma1ority
&Cache
6Corn unit
7 Half a rebuke
a Like some
kisses
•Makes an
mqu1ry
to .. ---- ever so
humble . .. "
11 "Comus"
composer
12 Omen
13 One of
Tenneesee's
twosomes
18 Fountain or
Sampras
11 Evergreen
23 Writer Uris
24Ahead
21 "Gloria __ ..
n Tithe collectof
27Female
sandpiper
n Slack buck
30 Yank's uncle
31 Island off
Venezuela

L.A.

35
38
41
44

32 Kind of beam
33 Circus Maximus
official
34 Large hickory
H Calendar abbr.
37 G.I. under an

NCO
39 - - Miss
40Sole
45 ·· - -- bragh ··
48Shippart

47 Depot abbr.

Law

Movie: nvicted:
A Mothe(s Story
News
Night Court
Gibbsville

·

Chance to win airfare plus many other
great prizes!

37 Jan. 1 event
38 Broadway
production:
1959
41 Vilipend
42 Business abbr .
43 Composer
Bart6k
44 Castle or
Hervey
45 Adf. for a noncommissioned
officer
46 Singer Akers
47 Diamondshaped pattern
49Equus
members
53 TV adjunct
58 Cornucopia
11 Broadcast
a Mardi - -

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

~-.,-------:--:-:513

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 112
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.

APARTMENTS 3rd St and 7th St.
2 BR for 2-3 students. Call
RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100.
Between 3-9 p.m.

vs.

Easter·n News
CLASSIFIED

APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.

THE
PHOENI
GORIL

Attractive apartments on 6th St.
One efficiency, one double occupancy, on 4-5 occupancy. Call
345-4185 after 5:00 or leave
message.

-----~~--:----,.-'2122

2122
;.,.--m-:-h-ou_s_e 912
leston. Large
yard. Partially
Hable Fall 91.
4 females only.
~---=-,-..,...2122
rge 5 bedroom
14 Polk, 3 bed10 Johnson, 4
319 Madison,
415 Harrison.

------,c2125
ouses available
next school year.
to $160 per bed·on 345-4786 or

'----:----.,,.-2121
house partly furool year 2 peo150 mo. close to

2
2127

~PA-:--l"'D--2::-:-b-ed7room

close to EIU - 1o
I RENTAL SERbetween 3-9 pm
2128
;,..,.,..,NA~G=EM"""E=N""'T still
ents left for 91-

DE.

;,,........_ _ _ _ 5/3
bedroom apartter's. Nice furni, water, garbage,
t. $190 each for
2120
""'-r=-w-o""'b-e""'dr_o_o_m furon 18th Street.
inside. Water and
ed in rent. $170

SUMMER ONLY! Two bedroom
apartment near campus. Reasonable. Phone 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_e2122
WANTED: Summer Subleasors:
AIR, CHEAP UTILITIES, FURNISHED, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
RENT NEGOTIABLE 345-4825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2126
1 bedroom apartment for 2
women. 1438 1/2 9th street. $170
per person. 345-6621.
-------_,....,~5/3
2 bedroom apartment. 60 Madison. $185 per person. All utilities.
345-6621.

---------~5/3

2 bedroom apartment for three
people. 60 Madison. $185 per
person. All utilities. 345-6621 .
~-,.--------,--513
3 bedroom apartment for 4
women. 1426 9th Street. $155
per person. 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
4 3 bedroom houses, gas heat,
off street parking, partly furnished. Nice location. 345-4595
or 581-5901.

Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond.
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
Coleman 11 OA.
-------.,--,.-~,__,,,.-=5/3
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O.
Can accommodate an 80 " bed
345-9784
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Bed 251 O Gorn Sys and mic AP
computer Book & 1O Blank Disks.
Call 345-4745. $35.

~-------,-:~-5/3

Pioneer car stereo 150 watt
speakers $200 8 chrome wheels
4 modulars $140 4 saw blades
$200/Best Offer 348-1820
00
1-9-8-,_9-2,...,5,...,0_,,R,_...,..N,.,_IN'."".'J-:-A-:-::R::-e-d,.,./B=-1:-ack
2,300 mi . Excellent condition
always garaged. $2,800/0BO.
581-5619
5/3
G-o--v=-ER""""N--M~EN--r=--=s-=E70
IZ"'E-=D-:""ve--h-.,-icles
from $100. Fords Mercedes .
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Buyers
Guide. 1 -805-962-8000 Ext. S- 9997

-~,.---=----=--:----:-'3/19

1984 Red Buick Skyhawk. New
brakes, exhaust, clutch and
starter. AM/FM cassette stereo.
Great Condition! $2200 OBO
Must See! 348-5169.
---------::-5/3
Shop and save at TOKENS!
Entire clothing department on
sale. Now thru 2/28.

---.,-,.--~=---=-----,-2128

1976 Hammond Organ. Two levels
of keys, pullbars and rotating Lesile
Spk. Must sell. Call 345-9728.
-------.,.----2122
Pioneer speakers C5705 200 Watt,
15" woofer, 4-way, 122dB peak volume, $325 080. 345-6850.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/22

in

and

Hobbes

Gold Bracelet lost at Krackers
Saturday night. Large reward if
returned. 348-0353
-------:-,.---2/21
FOUND: Maroon Cigarette case.
Claim at 127 Buzzard Building.
-~---~-,-----,.---·2121
LOST: Gold pinkie ring at My
Place Lounge last Thurs. night.
Please Call 581-3642
----------~2121
Lost: Black Lab. 8 months old
Lost 2/17 Sunday evening. If
found, please call 345-6'958
Answers to C.J.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121
FOUND: Black Lab found Sun .
evening. Call 348-8811 .

a HOT, WET, and WILD ADVENTURE in the sun at Daytona. Call
Kristi 345-6317.
-----~~___.2127
Going to DAYTONA, go with
experience. Room is filling up fast
so call Sandy or Krista at 5812533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/1
Going to SOUTH PADRE, go with
experience. Room is filling up fast
so call Matt or Tom at 345-7082.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/1
Brenda C: Congrats on your new
office - we know you 'll do great!
Love, Alpha Phi Kid and A-Kid.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2120
Kris C: Congrats on your new
office - you 're the BEST! Love
Alpha Phi kid, Tracy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/20
Lambda Chi Alpha: I am so honored to have been chosen to be
your crescent girl! Thank you so
much!! I am looking forward to a
great and fun year with all of you.
Love, Rebecca.
---------~2120
ALISHA GUNDERSON, Happy
21st birthday! Let 's meet soon
and celebrate! Love, Teresa and
Susan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120
Students, Teachers, Everyone The war is still going on and the
soldiers still need our support ...
So pick up a yellow ribbon in Rm
201 of the Union today and tie it
around a tree.
---:---:-~---,-~-~2120
Elizabeth Gamauf: Good luck in
Indianapolis - you'll do GREAT! I
Love You . Daniel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120
To all province day committee
members and heads: You are
doing a terrific job! We can't wait
till Saturday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120
Jim Martin: You have been a terrific dream man for the Alpha
Sigs. Thanks. We Love You!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2120
The men of SIGMA Pl we had a
blast last Saturday. You guys are
great! Love the ladies of SIGMA
KAPPA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2120
SABRAH, I cut my hair just for
you! Buzzed, ED.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/20

ALPHA PHIS: Grab a date and I'll
see you tonight at My Place! Get
psyched!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120

GREEK WEEK CHAPTER OVERALLS will have a meeting on Feb.
21st at 8:00 p.m. on 3rd Floor University Union.
ALPHA PHIS: DATE DASH
GREEK WEEK RULES AND GAMES COMMITTEE will have a meetTONIGHT! MY PLACE 9 :00!
ing on Feb. 21st at 8:00 p.m. on 3rd Floor University Union. ·
OPPOSITES ATTRACT! Can't
GREEK WEEK SPIRIT AND ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE will have a
wait to see everyone . Love,
meeting on Feb. 20th at 6:00 p.m. in the Greenup Room.
Karen.
GREEK WEEK BOOKLET COMMITTEE will have a meeting on Feb.
20th at 8:00 p.m. in the Oakland Room.
------,.--~--'2120
Johnny D.: Lambda Chi Indy will
GREEK WEEK STEERING COMMITTEE will have a meeting Feb.
never be the same. Thanks for
21st at 9:00 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room.
the best weekend ever. Love your
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting and speaker on Feb. 20th
Peanut Puke Aholic Date from
in Buzzard Room 108. Officers meet at 6:00 and members at 6:15. Dr.
heck. Melissa. P.S. It never hurts . Downs will speak on resumes.
to ask & nice shoes!
EASTERN ILLINOIS COALITION FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE
EAST will have an educational forum/information update on the war
---------..,_2120
Thirsty's: Win a Spring Break Trip
today at 5:30 in Coleman 232. Summary & analysis of recent events.
pkg tonight - DJ - Drink Specials
Education is for everyone! Circumvent censorship I
9-1.
THE BLACK STUDENT UNION will have ticket sales for The Miss
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120
Black E.l.U. Pageant on Feb. 20-Feb. 22 from 11 :00 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Brenda Chopp and Lisa Mayer:
the Union Lobby. Advance ticket sales for the Miss Black E.l.U .
Congrats on Scholarship and
Pageant will be sold at $4.50 and $6.00 at the door.
Pledge Educator!! You will be terPUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION will have a meeting today
rific!! Love, Jeanie.
at 4:30 p.m. in Coleman 326. Students interested in careers in federal,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2120
state or local government are encouraged to attend. See Dr. Wandling
Lisi - Best friends for 4 years!
if you have questions.
Just want to wish you the best!
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA (Pre-Law Fraternity) will have a regular club
Love, Vick.
meeting today at 4:00 p.m. in Coleman 102. New members and all
majors welcome. If you're planning on going to Law School or just
------,.--,.-~2120
Greek Week Booklet Committee
interested chuck us out!
Meeting: Tonight 8:00 in the OakHOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m . on 3rd Floor Union. HOTLINE is
land Room.
an informal prayer meeting where students like yourself can go to pre_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/20
sent their prayer concerns to God. ANYONE is welcome to attend
Greek Week Spirit and Activities
regardless of religious or group affiliation .
Committee Meeting tonight 6:00
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. will have a bake sale Feb. 21st from
in the Greenup Room.
8:00 a.m . - 3 p.m. in Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/20
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA (Service Sorority) the social for tonight has
Sigma Rho Epsilon meeting: 6:00
been changed to next Wed. 27th. Meeting as usual. By-law discussed
officers/ 6: 15 members . Dr.
attendance important. Formal money due.
Downs will speak on resumes.
A.C.E.I. (Association of Childhood Education International) will have a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2120
meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall Auditorium. Bring $3.00
Lori Warnes, have a blast tonight
for Idea Cards.
and remember, I'm watching you.
VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE (VITA) will have Free Tax
AST love, Mom.
Help on Wed ., Feb. 20th from 7-9 p.m. in 103 Coleman Hall. Accounting students will be offering free tax assistance tonight & each Wednes---------~2120
BUS TRIP- Hawks at Blues .
day until April 1Oth . Stop by and let the volunteers prepare your return .
Tuesday, Feb. 26. Call for inforCHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study & Fellowmation 348-5285.
ship tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House. Roger
Songer, minister, will be speaking tonight. Call 345-6990 for rides or
---------.,----'2122
Congrats to Laura Craig on getinfo.
ting lavaliered to Jeff Brandt.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led devotive ComThanks for everything! You guys
munion Service tonight at 9:30 at the Wesley United Methodist Church.
are great! ASA Love, Jenny.
Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited to share in
the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation.
-------:---------,.-2120
MEN - Pi Kappa Alpha would like
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have Choose Life Bible STudy
to offer you a chance to change
tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Wesley FDundalion. We w111 be &tf:!dying
your life. INFORMAL RUSH FEb.
Acts-Galatians during this semester for 13 weeks. You are invited to
25-28.
participate. This group will meet every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
BACCHUS will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Martinsville Room.
--------.,----=2122
Yo GUNGA! According to GUNDon't forget the dance this weekend.
MAA, U.L.M. + Y.L.M. at ELRM
three or eight during the sign of
the bull, 'cause M.V.A.B. says
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
"110191415231911" ?!*@OH,
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
REALLY! MARIO!
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
------~~~2120
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
CONGRATULATIONS REBECCA
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satur?ay or
BUSHLONG: on becoming the
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
new sweetheart of Lambda Chi
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
Alpha! Your Alpha Phi sisters are
conflicting information will not be run.
so happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2120
JAMIE GARLING, ELLEN CONSTANCE, PAM HOFFEE CONGRATS ON GETTING PINNED,
l'M SO HAPPY FOR ALL OF
YOU! LOVE YOU GUYS.
YOUR "SINGLE" FRIEND LARA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2120
Check out the DEN Classifieds.
They work!

ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED TO
SELL ANYTHING!

by Bill Watterson
A. ~t.'tl \,.\()~W,~
o~

i\l.t.

THE SOLD AD!

APOCll.l'<P'SE:,
\.\MM?.

The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
•15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
•The SOLD AO is availabte to any ~mercial individual who wishes to sell an items Of items
(max. of 3 items). All items must be priced and no changes may be made. Ad will be canceled at the
end of the semester buyer iS not found. Sorry, no refunds.

n

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __:__
15 words: _ _20 words: _ _ _ _ Dates to run _ _ _ _ __

/?AMMIT, CAN YOU
PlAY
A 616'9 AT59

Message:

(one word per line)

WMN,

A616!

\

!JfiC//Je/,5'?

\

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$
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Long jumper

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

• From page 12

Eastern's top-10 indoor
tinue to compete after college.
long jumps:
"Ever since I was a little kid,
I've thought about going to the
25-41/2 1991
Olympics," Govan said. "My goal Nevin Govan
in college is to get to 26-feet in Claude Magee 25-2 1/4 1985
24-5 1/2 1976
the long jump and try to hit that Tony Ababio
24-0 1/2 1973
consistently. After college I'll try Darrel Brown
Jarred Thompson 24-0 1/4 1989
to get involved with a track club
Tim Gateley
23-10 3/4 1990
so I can continue training."
Terry Carpenter 23-10
1978
Govan 's best marks while com- Art Steele
23-9 1/2 1964
peting for Eastern indude his Derrick Lee
23-8 1/2 1988
school-record 25-feet 4 l/2-inch- Jose de Sola
23-7 1/4 1976
es in the long jump, a 49-foot 6 *distances are in feet and inches
3/4-inch triple jump that ranks
sixth on Eastem's all-time list and
a 6-foot 7-inch high jump. He has _ Govan will certainly be one of the
also run the 55-meter dash in 6.65 main attractions at the conference
seconds.
meet in Lantz this weekend.
Since he could conceivably Competition will begin at 5:30
score 30 points for Eastern, p.m. Friday.
0

000

l!
~

Nevin Govan

L

Please Present Coupon When Ordering

, fj;·::i~;~~~;~~·~lll

---------------

:

5

proudly announce their
Spring 1991 pledge clas

• Lisa Narodowiec ................. Presiden

BREAK

- 50¢ Burgers
40¢ Fries
$I Corndogs & Fries
$1 Domestics

FREE POPCORN!

3/;~~~~::ru,
235·5712

£

BURGER

FRIENDS

(except nightly specials
Offer Expires 2-28-91
OPEN: TUES. -SUN. EVEN.
5:00 pm to Close
SUNDAY LUNCH SERVi

Ill :

OC~~

FREE Fries with a
Pitcher

I /2 Price on Anythi
on the Menu
Tuesday- Thursday 0

WHAT A GREAT PLACE TO
HAVE BREAKFAST
Fresh Baked Muffins·
?days a week
Carryout Available :
7th & Madison
345-7427

1 Block N.

otihe
Sqt1are

LADIES
NIGHT

LADIES •NO COVER •_'TIL 10:30
50¢ RAIL MIXERS
50¢ Schnapps Shots

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Lauren Shaft ....................... Vice
Presiden
Charlene Davis ................... Secreta
Dina Grube .......................... Treasur
Amy Johnson ...................... Jr. Panh
Delegat
Shawn Good
Aimee Hoyt
Sue McCarthy
Laurie Warne

5

Congratulations Omeg

~···························
Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single It
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

$7.

poglioi's
PIZZA

F 0 R EVERY Q:N E !

GIGANTIC
CLOTHING
SALE

Not valid with an
Open Daily4
2 am onW

345-3
Expires
r------------------------------------5 UN DAY SPECIA
Free Thick Crust & Free Double
on any Pizza at Regular
No Coupon Necessary Just
Not valid with any other offer

L------------------------------------

Fleeced-lined Winter Jackets ........... $20°0 OFF
Spring Nylon Pull-overs ..................... $5°0 OFF
Back Packs ....................................... $ 5°0 OFF
15 oz. Super Heavyweight
Sweatshirts ..................................... $8°0 OFF
All T-Shirts (including Beer T-Shirts) ... $3°0 OFF
All Hats ............................................ $ 2°0 O_F F
Boxers .............................................. $ 2 00 OFF
All Kids Clothes 20°/o OFF
Debosse Stamped Sweatshirts - An Extra
I 0°/o OFF Sale Price

HAVING A PARTY? •••-GI

WE1.L MA.KIE YOU A 2,4.°"6

YOU TO EM AY
Coovrioht 1983 J.J.

"'YOUR MOM WANTS

11
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waiting for NFL draft
s.
who earned
honors after
Eastern nickfrom the NFL
Indianapolis
but not overly

'nations and
tests.
Lance's last
fore the NFL
on April 21the tests were
him mentally
y exhausting
you're there
up early every
bed late every
And you're on
did see (former
coach (Brock)
and that helped
to him and he
little bit."
in the combines
Other NFL hope's 40-meter dash
press, his shuttle
60 yards were
·nst the 76 other

Tim Lance
Going into the camp, Lance was
most concerned with his 40 speed
because most of the scouts and
agents he talked to told him that it
was the only question mark on his
resume for the professional ranks.
"You're warming up out on the
turf, and there were a lot of scouts
sitting right at the 40-yard mark everybody was sitting right at the
40-yard line," he said. "Other than
that, I was just thinking, 'Hey,
you're supposed to be slow. Big
deal.' And I kept saying to myself,
'Hell, you've done this 100 times
now, you just did it yesterday, and
you know you 're gonna run it

fast.'
"I went over there and
kept saying, 'This is it, this is it.
This is what you've been waiting
for. Let's do it."'
Lance finished the dash and
asked an official what he ran. That
official told him a 4.61, which satisfied him. "I was happy with my
time," he said.
But although Lance gained
some confidence from his stay in
Indianapolis, he's not ready to add
his name to the list of sure draftees
just yet.
"The draft's a funny thing," he
said. "I don't take anything for
granted."
Lance noted that the situation
that occurred with John Jurkovic
has made him a little weary.
Jurkovic, an All-America defensive end in 1989 and a two-time
Gateway Defensive Player of the
Year; came back from last year's
combines with high hopes of being
drafted.
But Jurkovic didn't get a phone
call on draft day. He was, however.
signed with the Miami Dolphins as
a free agent and later joined the
team's developmental squad.
"I wouldn't be disappointed (if 1
wasn't drafted)," he said. "I talked
to John, and nobody called John
and wanted to come in and work
him out again (after the combines).
So that ought to be an .indicatot
whether I'm going to get drafted or
not, I think."

voted
anything, not rushto step up and pick
slack if some guy
night. I just try to
t and go about it
contests, Rowe
bounds, 4.3 assists,
hit 75 percent from
. He also connect-

TR'S WEDNESDAY

$2.75 Bud Light Pitchers
Come On In and Try Our Imports!

•• CARRY-OUT.

A Large (16") :
Sausage Pizza!

He is also hitting on 76 percen1
of his free throw attempts and is
among the league leaders in steals
and assists. Rowe has averaged
17.5 ppg in Mid-Continent games.
but he said he isn't worried abou1
all-conference honors with three
league games to go.
"I heard some people talking
about it," Rowe said. "But I didn'1
really pay attention. If it happens.
then that will be great."

!

$6.95

'I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

815 Broadway
Mattoon
234-6442

909 18th Street

Charleston
348-7515

I

·

Pl.EASE PRESENr nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

I•

--------------------•

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
7Tff ANNIVERSARY

BVBKYTHING'S FREE

HAWAII
Rail

SPE~--.
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..

ed on 55 percent of his field goal
attempts and has brought his season total up to 45 percent.
Rowe said he obviously appreciated the award.
"It's an honor for me," Rowe
said. "It's the first time for me getting it. That's been one of my
goals this season. I was looking
forward to getting that and hopefully I can just keep improving
from here."

IS DRAFT
NIGHT AT
HOOTR'S
60¢ 16 oz Drafts

We have recently passed our 7th year Anniversary of providing Eastern stu·
dents with quality chiropractic care. To celebrate, we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely free* with this certificate!
This includes consultation, examination, treatment & X-rays if indicated.
Call now to schedule your appointment!

the "in" place ... and
only $649 for a week!
call 345-7731 for details.
Charleston Travel Bureau
301 W. Lincoln
"The Travel Specialists"

s~
...:.oJ~

De~~er

llAM-llPM

345-2466
CHEESEBURGER, FRIES & 16 OZ. DRINK
exp 2/28/91

$299

Wednesdays only

Michael Lee Gandolfi, D.C. FASA

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.
Call 345-4065

OPEN AUDITIONS
For Original l /2 hr. T. V. Drama
I
I
eek or money
r $12.50+ $2.95 I
for shipping and I
dling to:
I
I
NIF-TEES
.O.Box254
I
endon Hills
I
nois 60521
I
orderaahlp~~
______ .JI
tlyby UPS

Produced by WEJU-TV
Needed: 1 Male
18-25
1 Female 18-25
Previous acting experi e n ce r e quire d

Expires 3-31 -91

* New patients only,
certificate must be
presented on first visit

•

•

Check out the

February 20th
6:00-9:00 p.m.

Spring Break I Fashion Guide

Rm. 205 Buzzard Bldg. EIU

Coming February 21 to
The Daily Eastern News!
t

'

..... \ . ' .

••
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46-3
Missouri pins Eastern wrestlers in season
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

It was only fitting that Eastern 's wrestling team
closed out its regular season with a lopsided loss. The
Panthers dropped a 46-3 decision to the Missouri
Tigers Tuesday night in Columbia, Mo.
In a season that was marked with injury after nagging injury, the Panthers were forced to forfeit two
weight classes on the night. The two forfeits, (six
points for each one) resulted in a 24-point deficit for
Eastern.
Senior Mike Wheatley, still out of action with a
sprained wrist, and junior Ray Serbick, who leads the
Panther squad with 29 victories, were both unable to
wrestle.
Eastern fell behind in the match 17-0. Freshman
John Wentz started the meet out by losing a 19-3 decision to Sam Hanson of Missouri. Eastern then had to
forfeit at the 126- and 134-pound weight divisions.
Junior Dave Marlow (27-14), Eastern's hottest

final~

wrestler, picked up the Panthers only win on the night.
He came up with a 7-4 decision in the 142-pound division.
At 158 pounds, junior Mike Papes lost a major decision to Greg Warren of Missouri. Tom Carroll lost yet
another close match by the score of 7-5 against
Mizzou 's Chuck Thompson. The loss dropped Carroll's
season record to 11-10.
The Panthers ended the regular season with a 3-9
record, the most loses suffered by an Eastern team
since the 1975-76 Ron Clinton-coached squad had a
record of 5-10.
With the regular season now complete, the Panthers
will prepare for regionals. Serbick, after coming close
but falling short the past two seasons, will look to finally achieve his goal of reaching the nationals.
Juniors Bob Johnson and Marlow also hope to put in
strong performances to close out the year.
Regionals take place on March 2 at Normal Illinois
and the National Championships will be held March
14-16 at Iowa City, Iowa.

Rowe voted Mid-C
Player of the Wee
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Eastern guard Steve Rowe
was selected as the MidContinent Conference's Player
of the Week for his efforts in
three league games.
The junior from Chicago
scored 23 points in the Panther's
loss to Northern Iowa, 25 points
in Eastern's win over Akron and
24 in a losing effort against
Cleveland State.
Rowe, who has become the
Panthers' leading scorer at 14.9
point per game, said that he is
just playing his game.
"It's more of letting the game
come to me," Rowe said, "not
+Continued on page 11

Two Eastern booters' futures unclear
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Eastern ' s soccer team will
open next season without its
leading scorer and one of its top
goalkeepers from last fall.
Junior fullback Steve Baker,
who scored four goals and had
two assists, was not offered
scholarship money for his senior
season, and \\di! finish his
schooling at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis.
Junior
goalie
Dave
Middleton, who was not on
scholarship despite playing the
most minutes of Eastern's four
goalies, said he has been suspended, but he has no idea for
how long.
The Panthers suffered their
worst soccer season in the
school's history last fall, going
5-11 -2. Baker and Middleton
said that they realized the squad
had a bad year, but they were
never quite clear as to what
their standing was between
themselves and Panther head
coach Cizo Mosnia.
Middleton said that th·e reason he was given for his suspension was academic ineligibility.
Middleton, senior forward
Mario Mihalic and freshman
goalkeeper John Gouriotis were
all suspended for academic reasons for the final three games of
the season. Mihalic 's collegiate
eligibility has expired and
Gouriotis has been reinstated.
Middleton, however, said that
he wants to know from Mosnia
what is happening.
"I'm not doing anything until
I hear his voice," Middleton
said. "The l.a st time he said anything was that I was temporarily
suspended. So actually I'm still
on the team. He's never really
kicked me off the team.
"I just want to get a phone
call saying this is the way it is."
Baker said that he was told
that his "situation did not look
good for next season." The reason given for Baker not receiving his scholarship money was
because of his attitude.
In the Panthers' last game, a
3-1 ov e rtime victory a g ain s t
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Baker -
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Steve Baker avoids a slide tackle in. a game last season at lakeside Field.

who normally starts but did not
this game - was pulled early in
the second half and was
benched. Mosnia asked Baker if
he wanted to re-enter the game
with three minutes remaining
and Baker refused. Mosnia said
that this was the incident that
topped off Baker's situation.
Baker said that in the practice
before that contest, he was on
the second team because Mosnia
was making a lineup change and
he took it the wrong way.
"I'm an emotional person,"
Baker said, "and I take tliings
too hard sometimes. I took it too
personally. So I went in to talk
to him and he (Mosnia) said I
had a bad attitude.
"I'll admit what I did was

wrong . In that practice I just
walked around and didn't do
much."
Baker said that he tried to
prove to Mosnia that he wanted
to earn his scholarship back by
working out with the team
before its indoor season began,
but that didn't work out, either.
"I'm gonna get up in the
morning and work hard, for
what?" Baker said. "He couldn't
tell me that I wasn't getting my
money. He said that maybe there
was a chance."
Mosnia said that when he is
ready to speak to Middleton, he
will. As far as Baker is concerned, Mosnia said that Baker
knew the what his options were,
and it was Baker's decision.

Mosnia said that Middleton,
Mihalic and Gouriotis did not
meet the academic standards
that were set for all members of
the team.
"There was no communication between Middleton and I
because he didn't come and see
me, " Mosnia said. "I wasn't
ready to speak with him, so I
qidn 't call. I'll be talking to him
and giving him all the facts.
"What I'm doing right now is
putting my thoughts together in
regards to what my plans are for
next year. I'm weighing the positives and the negatives out of
each individual player and we ' II
see what our nucleus is for this
next season."

